Money

What is real wealth?

The problem is the redefining of money into purely a medium of exchange (usury) that creates an economic form of vampirism which allows the jews to suck up all the wealth of a nation under their control along with the control that comes from it.

Money is a medium of exchange for goods and services. It is labor that is the source of wealth, not money. Labor makes money fruitful. Capitalism’s core ethos is that money makes money, not labor, and the capitalists have been paying sophists for centuries to write bogus economic morals to justify their theft and exploitation of entire nations. The ethos of an honest economy is that labor is wealth and the worker has to be paid a living wage for their labor. This ascribes the proper value onto labor and allows for higher standard of living for a nation. Money also has to be fiat in a modern labor-based economy because it allows the proper form of adjustment. Capitalism is openly acknowledged to be Judaic. It’s from the Torah. The first base of global capitalists was Northern Holland where the Sephardic Jews fled to after Spain. From here they got the banking and mercantile business going. This included the Jewish East India Company which started and ran the slave trade to the New World. And the rape of India under the Company flag. That is what capitalism has always been.

A labor-based system is what the Pagan Greeks developed in their philosophy and the National Socialists under Hitler created. Under a National Socialist labor economy, Germany went from being impoverished with a million people dying from extreme poverty to being the richest nation in Europe and rich for the working class not just the rich. The average worker could go on vacations that only the wealth classes could afford anywhere else, and enjoyed a standard of living that would be middle class anywhere else. History has proven that this is the successful model. This allows also for a prosperous middle class and business class to exist, which the economy and society requires.

Now that we are in the tech revolution, the question is that of automation and where are we going now. The old industrial age division of labor is phasing out. Under a National Socialist system with technology and spiritual development people can satisfy their basic needs with tech or have it supplied. People with spiritual development and training can do what they are inclined to do talent wise for the sake of this fulfillment for themselves and society, which is normal.
I believe physical labour will end for good, as this can be automated and performed by machines at some point. This will be a new age of spirituality where we focus on spiritual work rather than physical labour.

I think what we do here will be what this new age will be all about. Where leaders instruct people on what to direct energy towards, and instead of physical labour people will contribute to the betterment of mankind with energy and mass group rituals that all citizens are required to participate in. This is a truly spiritual civilization where people contribute with spiritual work rather than taxes.

Individual worth will be dictated by one's personal power and contribution to the whole, and the ones who get the most respect and admiration in this society will be the greater spiritual teachers and leaders, rather than fat greasy business men.

All labor is creative and brings value into the world. The type of labor will simply change from menial and manual labor towards skilled labor in the different fields from art to physics. A new paradigm can bring this forward by simply teaching kids in public school true knowledge and showing them their birth chart to find out where they should obtain specialized training for their soul talent. Then providing them with such. After you can read and write and do basic math and understand certain things by basic education, you should move into specialized training. Which is what they used to do. This training should start at 13 or 14 years old. That way it's finished by the time a person is 20 and they can actually earn a living and have career in society.

Teaching kids how to use their mind to do things like be able to pick a book up and flip through the pages and remember everything they read and understand it is a basic skill that should be required to master when in elementary school. That takes care of everything when it comes to learning on the book level, and they can have this skill work for them the rest of their life. Now you don't need to sit for five months in one class studying one book.

Fully agreed. Something I notice a lot nowadays is that teens and young adults are completely lost and have no idea what they would like to do for a living, or what skills they would like to develop. And many of these kids actually have great potential and end up working in dead end jobs for the rest of their lives.
That's nothing new. It's just that now they don't have a decent job market for them to obtain gainful employment with. Most people have always just gotten a job to need to survive. The public school system has been designed by Jewish oligarchs to dumb the Goyim down steadily and leave them unrealized on any level. I spent four years in post secondary, and it's not any better there. That is why I didn't stay for a Ph.D., because it's pointless and it's only good for landing a professor job if you're lucky.
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